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Seabird RWB

304 grade stainless steel vent with clear top allows 
light to enter the cabin.  Unrestricted airflow with 
low 30mm on-deck profile.  Supplied complete with 
screen, deck ring, sealing gasket and fastenings.
Internal airflow dia : 90mm   Overall dia : 225mm

RWB224 Stainless steel vent
SP263 Replacement clear lens

White plastic with brass spindle, integral 
mosquito screen and internal dress rim. 
Vent can be closed off from inside the boat.
Low profile - only 30mm above deck height.
Base diameter : 145mm
Internal diameter : 100mm

RWB554

The Hurricane ventilator is a revolutionary Australian 
designed and manufactured product. 
It is a tough, durable and practical ventilator made from UV stabilised 
ASA plastic which remains completely waterproof, while allowing 
air to circulate below deck.  It has a low profile and no sharp edges to 
snag ropes.  Fastenings and deck tube are supplied with the vent and 
it is easy to install.

A In all weather, air enters freely - toxic or explosive gas is removed
A    Even if the decks are awash - no solid water can leak in
A    Unobtrusive, aerodynamic design
A    No sharp edges to snag ropes

Vent Dia : 220mm     Height : 64mm     Cut-out hole : 70mm
Complete with all stainless steel fastenings and fitting instructions.

RWB1960

The original high quality Australian made ventilator 
manufactured from durable, UV resistant, reinforced 
nylon material to withstand the harshest of Australian 
conditions.  The special nylon material also allows it 
to withstand impacts such as standing on the vent, 
without the ventilator breaking.
The "SEABIRD" ventilator gives a large airflow 
either intake or exhaust - while remaining 
waterproof due to the unique baffled design.
190mm long x 145mm wide x 110mm high.
Includes an integral internal hose flange 
to take 75mm blower hose. 
Requires a 75mm diameter mounting hole.
Suitable for yachts, cruisers, pontoon 
and dock venting Etc.

RWB125

Stainless  Clearview  VentMushroom  Style  Vent

"Seabird"  Ventilator

"Hurricane"  Ventilator
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